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DAW BOOKS, United States, 2003. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 170 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. It has been nearly ten years since the starship Phoenix
returned to Alpha, the station orbiting the world of the atevi, which had been abandoned following
a rift between a faction of the station s inhabitants and the spacers Pilot s Guild. The unexpected
return of the Phoenix has forever changed the lives of both atevi and Mospheirans, for over the
ensuing decade, the captains of the Phoenix have brought both species into space. Their motivation
seemed simple: Reunion Station, a human station in another sector of space, had been destroyed
by aliens. But on his deathbed, the senior captain of the Phoenix admits that he lied to the crew--
that Reunion was merely damaged, not destroyed, and many people may have survived. At this
disclosure, the crew rebels and forces the Phoenix to undertake a rescue mission to Reunion.
Onboard the rescue mission are Bren Cameron, brilliant human paidhi representing the atevi ruler
Tabini-aiji, and Tabini s grandmother Ilisidi, a fearsome and ambitious atevi leader with an agenda
of her own. Trapped in a distant star system with little fuel...
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely simple way
and is particularly simply right after i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clementina Cole V-- Ms. Clementina Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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